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Auditory cortex. See also lateralization of
function in the auditory cortex

binaural band organization , 536
interdependent multiple representations,

533 - 535 , 537

not hierarchically organized, 544
parallel activitation of representations,

535 - 536

plasticity of organization (role of
experience ), 535 - 536 , 538 , 544

tonotopic organization , 536 , 533 - 537
Auditory discontinuities, 287

explanation for categorical perception,
280 . 289

generates qualitative perceptual changes,
288

production matches perception, 287-
288

relation to affordances , 288 - 289

Auditory induction. See Auditory
restoration

Auditory nerve fiber firing to speech-like
stimuli

adaptation due to silence and rise time,
518 - 519

adaptation due to steady state formants,
514 - 517

consonants: firing rate, 510- 514
consonants: phase-locking, 510- 514
fricatives , 5 14

method of presentation , 499
profile of nerve fiber firing, 5 14 - 5 15,

520

summary . 520 - 521

voice pitch. 504. 508
vowels: firing rate. 499- 502
vowels: phase-locking. 502- 510

Boldface entries refer to the glossary.

Absolute judgment task, 549. See a/so
Information transmission

Accent (music), 549. See a/so Subjective
rhythm

Acoustic relfex. See Middle Ear

Adaptation (neural firing), 549. See a/so
Auditory nerve fibers: adaptation of
firing rate

Additivity , 549 . See a/so Superposition
Affordance, 549

direct perception, 181
tuning between perceptual system and

invariants, 288- 289
Amplitude, 549. See a/so Harmonic motion
Amplitude modulation, 549 . See a/so

Cochlear nucleus; Superposition;
Vibrato

Antinode, 549 . See a/so Standing wave
Articulation, manner of, 549 . See a/so

Articulatory features
Articulation, place of, 549. See a/so

Articulatory features
Articulation, voiced, 556 . See a/so Articu-

latory features
Articulatory features, 549

manner, 141
place, 141, 146
voicing, 141, 144- 145

Asynchrony, 549 . See a/so Instrument
timbre and identification; Stream
segregation: fission vs. fusion of
partials

Atonal/ tonal, 549. See a/so Melody
perception; Music note perception

Attack, 549. See a/so Transients
Auditory continuity . See Auditory

restoration
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Basilar membrane

analyzes complex vibration into
components , 478

coupling of membrane, 469, 472- 473
effects of outer hair cells on selectivity,

477 - 478

firing of hair cells, 478
frequency selectivity, 475- 478
place vs. frequency pattern of movement,

472 - 475

Beats (acoustical ) , 550 . See also

Superposition
Beats (rhythmic), 550 . See lilso Meter

(rhythmic)
Bernoulli effect , 137 - 138

Blowing pressure. See Clarinet; Trumpet;
Vocal cords

Breaking vs. bouncing. See Natural event
timbre and identification

Breath Group, 424- 425. See also Speech
stress rhythms

Broca 's area . See Lateralization of function

in the auditory cortex

Cadence (harmonic), 550 . See (1150 Harmony
Categorical perception, 550 . See also

Auditory discontinuities; Categorical
(phonetic) vs. continuous (auditory)
perception

Categorical (phonetic) vs. continuous
(auditory) perception. See al.so Auditory
discontinuities

of articulatory features, 267
experimental methods: labeling and ABX

discrimination tasks, 271- 274
experimental variations, 289
feature detectors as an explanation of

categorical perception, 286
fine grain discrimination, 285
general issues, 265- 266, 271
implications of, 306- 309
of musical notes and intervals, 280- 284
of non speech analogues, 277- 280
of stop consonants and vowels, 274- 276
summary, 289
use fulness of categorical perception, 285

Characteristic frequency (nerve fiber), 550.
See also Auditory nerve fibers

Characteristic frequency (vibration mode),
550 . See also Vibration mode

Chorus effect. See inharmonics

Auditory nerve fibers (eighth nerve)
characteristic frequency, 481- 482
contralateral , 478 , 540

frequency-intensity tuning curves, 481-
488 , 520

high spontaneously firing rate vs. low
spontaneously firing rate fibers, 483-
485 , 496 , 499 - 500 , 520

interresponse firing interval histograms,
486 - 487

ipsilateral, 478, 540
phase-locked firing period histograms,

486 - 488

phase-locked synchronized firing, 485-
488 , 504 , 508 , 520

response to speech-like stimuli, 499- 514
Auditory nerve fibers: adaptation of firing

rate

differentiation between rapid and short-
term , 489 - 490

effect of intensity and silent interval of
preceding tone, 491, 493- 494

effect of onset transient , 491 - 492

neurological enhancement of intensity
transients , 491 - 492

recovery form , 494 - 495

response to speech-like stimuli, 514-
519

Auditory nerve fibers: two tone suppression
phase-locked synchrony suppression, 496,

498 , 502 , 506

rate suppression , 494 - 497, 502 , 520
Auditory pathways
comparison of auditory and visual

pathways, 462
divergent and convergent independent

connections , 532

event identity and event location
pathways , 480 - 481 , 521 - 522

excitatory and inhibitory connections,
521

independent parallel connections, 552
tonotopic , 480, 522 - 523 , 528

Auditory restoration, 209, 550 . See also
Stream segregation

dependence on context, 2 I 2
effect of noise spectrum , 2 I 1- 2 I 2
perception of continuity , 209

Auditory vs. phonetic perception. See
Categorical (phonetic) vs. continuous
(auditory) perception



Contour, 550. See also Melody perception;
Speech melodic rhythms; Speech stress
rhythms

Contralateral, 550 . See also Auditory nerve
fibers

Contrapuntal music, 337
Coupling. See also Clarinet; Speech

production; Trumpet; Violin
attack and decay transients, 45 - 4 7, 49
damping, 45- 47
frequency match, 43- 45
Q (quality) factor, 45- 47, 123
resonance frequency and resonance curve,

43- 45

superposition of modes, 49,
Coupling between the player and the

clarinet and trumpet. See Clarinet;
Trumpet

Criminal identification by voiceprint, 219
Critical band, 550
analogy to bandpass filters, 316,
effect on spectral discrimination, 70, 316
level of integration, 316
masking of auditory information, 316

Cycle, 550 . See also Harmonic motion

Damping, 551 . See also Coupling
Decibels, 551 . See also Intensity
Design feature, 551 . See also Language

and music universals

Dichotic listening experiments, 540
Diffraction, 551 . See also Propagation
complex sounds: diffusion plus directional

propagation, 91- 94, 97
diffusion in all directions, 84- 87
interference and reinforcement directions,

87- 91
sound beams and shadows, 86, 91- 93

Dimension, 551 . See also Multidimensional
scaling

Diphthongs, 551 . See also Vowels
Discrimination. See Sensory discrimination
Dissonance, 551 . See also Scale notes
Distal/ proximal, 554 . See also Natural event

timbre and identification

Doppler effect, 551
frequency shift, 94- 97
movement of listener vs. movement of

source, 97
Duality of patterning, 551 . See also

Language and music universals
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Chroma , 550 . See also Scale notes

Circle of fifths , 550 . See also Scales

Clarinet , 120 - I 23

air value , 126

attack and decay transients, 126- 127
blowing pressure, effect on harmonic

intensities , 126 , 128 - 129

playing notes, 38
radiation , 130

tone hole lattice cutoff , 123 , 126

vibration modes , 37 - 38 , 123 , 125 , 127

Coarticulation, 550 . See also Speech

productional ters vocal tract resonances, 134
blurs acoustic boundaries , 134 , 147 - I 49

compensatory articulation , 161 - I 62
overlapping of articulatory movements,

134 - 135 , 147

of stop consonant syllables, 151- 153
timing and spatial constraints, 146- I 47,

162

of vowels , 155 , 157 - 159

Cochlear nucleus

anteroand posteroventral nucleus,
523 - 524

cells tuned to amplitude and frequency
modulation , 524 - 527

chopper cells, 523- 524
development of phase-locked responding,

528

dorsal nucleus , 524

inhibitory firing patterns, 522
pauser cells , 524

transformed and untransformed firing
patterns , 523 - 524

Cocktail party effect , 108, 189
Cone of confusion . See Object localization
Consonance / dissonance , 550 . See also

Scale notes

Context dependent, 550 .
Context effects. See also Surround relationships

; Trading relationships
acoustic integration , 289
comparison among speech, nonspeech

analogues, and music, 306- 309
lawful variations yield speech segments,

159

Contextual . 550

Continuous (auditory ) perception . See
Categorical (phonetic) vs. continuous
(auditory) perception



Frequency modulation, 552. See a/so
Cochlea nucleus; Instrument timbre and
identification; Timbre

Frequency spectrum, 552. See a/so Fourier
analysis

Frequency streaming, 552 . See a/so Stream
segregation: frequency streaming

Frequency theory, 552 . See a/so Pitch
perception

Fricatives, 552
nerve fiber response profile to, 514- 515
production, 144, 146
voiced, 146
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Haas (precedence) effects 5 2
fusion of reflections, 105 - I 07, 178
similarity of direct and reflected wave, 107

Harmonic motionS 5 2

amplitude , 10 , 12

cycle , 10

decay , 12 - 13

determined by mass and stiffness , 12 ,

137 - 138

elastic medium ( elastic

frequency , 10 , 12

oscillation , 8

period , 10 - 11

restoring force), 8,

Gestalt principles, 552
figure-ground organization, 186
organization principles, 187- 188
part-whole organization, 182
Pragnanz, 186
preference rules for meter, 395

Glides and semivowels, 522
description, 144
effect of rate of articulation, 154- 155,
300- 304

Grammars: linguistic and music
are phonemes and notes the grammatical
units? 382

are there equivalences? 324- 325, 332, 343
do tonal grammars exist for naive
listeners? 381

experimental methods, 343- 344
intuitions of listeners, 324- 325, 332, 343,
361, 366

Grammatical and nongrammatical sentences
categorization of words, 361- 362
perceptual and cognitive strategies, 362
word recognition, 361

Duplex perception

explained by stream segregation , 310 -

311

independence of speech and nonspeech

perception , 309 - 310

parallels to visual perception of

movement , 311 - 314

Duration . See Speech stress rhythms ;

Vowels

Echolocation by humans . See Object

localization

Echos . See Reflection

Elastic medium , 551 . See also Harmonic

motion

Electronic simulation of timbre , 2 I 9 - 220

Envelope , 551 . See also Transients

Equal tempered tuning . See Scale notes

Evolution of auditory system , 461 - 462 ,

533

Feature detectors . See Categorical (phonetic )

vs . continuous ( auditory ) perception

Figure - ground organization , 551 . See also

Gestalt principles

Filter , 551 . See also Critical band ; Speaker

timbre and identification

Fission / fusion , 551 . See also Stream

segregation : fission vs . fusion of partials

Formant transitions , 551 . See also Stop

consonant

Formants , 551 . See also Singing ; Violin ;

Vowels

Fourier analysis , 552

frequency amplitude continuous spectrum

of nonperiodic sounds , 20 - 21

frequency amplitude line spectrum of

periodic sounds , 16 - 20

relationship to superposition , 8 , 16 - 20

representation of amplitude variation ,

23 - 24

representation of frequency variation ,

25 - 26

Frequency , 552 . See also Harmonic motion ;

Pitch

absolute sensitivity , 64

differential sensitivity , 65

as a perceptual cue to speaker identity ,

165

as a perceptual cue to syllable stress , 165

Frequency integration . See Critical band
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periodic , 10

phase , 10 - 11

sinusoid , 8

wavelength , 10 - 11

Harmony , 552 . See also Musical chord

perception

cadence , 349 , 361 - 362 , 379

chords , 339 - 340

diatonic intervals , 339 - 340 , 379

fifth interval , 339 - 341 , 348 - 349 , 351 ,

353 , 379

harmonic movement between chords , 339 ,

341 , 363 - 366 , 372 , 379

tonic , 332 , 334 - 338 , 379

triad ( major ), 339 - 342 , 348 - 349 , 363 -

366 , 372 ,

Hierarchy , 552 . See also Meter

Higher -order variables , 552 . See also

Perceptual constancy , theories of

Identification task , 552 . See also Categorical

(phonetic ) vs . continuous ( auditory )

perception

Inferior colliculus

convergence of pathways , 531

directionally sensitive cells , 531 - 532

Information transmission

absolute judgment ( i .e ., identification ) task ,

268 - 270

measurement of , 270 - 271

Inharmonics , 552 . See also Timbre ;

Vibration mode

chorus effect , 174 - 175

stretched octaves , 174

Inner Ear . See also Basilar membrane

cochlea , 468 - 472

hair cells , 461 - 462 , 468 - 472 , 478

organ of corti , 470 - 471

oval window , 466 , 471

Reissner ' s membrane , 470 - 471

round window , 470 - 471

tectorial membrane , 470 - 471

Instrument timbre and identification

attributes derived from bipolar rating

scales , 228 - 229

attributes derived from multidimensional

scaling scales , 235 - 241

hybrid simulated instruments , 251 ,

256 - 258

identification of simulated simplified

instruments , 247 , 249 , 252 - 253

timbre of simulated simplified instruments,
220, 245- 251

Intensity, 552 . See also Loudness
(psychological)

absolute sensitivity (minimum intensity),
64- 65

decibels, 29
differential sensitivity, 65
as a perceptual cue for phonemes, 168
pressure, 25- 28
sound pressure level, 29- 30

Interaural differences, 552
diffraction pattern, 102,
due to head shape/ size and pinna, 99
intensity, 102- 104
phase, 99- 102
spectral due to reflected waves produced

by pinna, 104
time, 99- 100

Interference, 552. See also Superposition
Interresponse interval, 552 . See also

Auditory nerve fibers
Intonation, 553. See also Speech melodic

rhythms; Speech stress rhythms
Ipsilateral, 553 . See also Auditory nerve

fibers

Isochronous pulse trains, 554 . See also
Subjective rhythm

Just tuning. See Scale notes

Key modulation, 553. See also Music key
perception

Language and music universals, 556
arbitrariness. 322, 378
discreteness, 322
displacement, 323
duality of patterning, 323, 378
openness, 323
polyphonic, 323
semanticity. 322
truth fulness. 323

Lateral line in fish. See Evolution of auditory
system

Lateralization of function in the auditory
cortex, 553

Broca's area, 541- 543
brain architecture and function. 544
horizontal process vs. vertical modules,

463, 538



Mach, Ernst, 68
Masking. See Sensory discrimination;

Speech perception: psychophysical
constraints

Melody perception, 553
abstrction of melodic themes, 376- 377
of atonal sequences, 358- 360
definition of melody, 355
of familar tonal melodies, 358- 360
key similarity, 374
lateralization in the cortex, 543
melodic contour, 356- 360
role of experience, 358, 360
scale steps, 356- 357
semi tone intervals, 356- 361
of tonal sequences, 358- 360

Mels, 553 . See also Pitch
Meter (rhythmic), 553 . See also Rhythm

(meter) perception beats, 391

590 Subject Index

hierarchical levels , 391 - 395 , 398 - 399

interplay of meter and grouping, 398-
399

preference rules for meter and grouping,
393 , 395 - 398

well -formedness rules for meter and

grouping , 392 - 393
Middle Ear

acoustic reflex , 65 , 467

hammer , anvil , and stirrup , 466 , 470
impedance matching, 465- 467
oval window , 466 , 471

transformation of air vibration to fluid

vibration , 464 - 467

Motor program , 553

based on internal timing , 450
levels of timings , 453 - 454
overall output plan, 455,
parallel interleaved movements, 183- 184,

455 - 456

in terms of music and speech patterns,
not muscles , 454

Multidimensional scaling, 551,
attribute (dimensional ) structure , 234 - 236

best fit, 235

geometrical configuration, 23 I - 235
Murmur (speaking), 137
Music interval , 553 . See also Harmony

Music chord perception
analogies to musical note perception, 363
context effects due to perceived key,

372 - 373 , 379

experimental methods, 343- 344
harmonic analysis into chords, 367
identification of musical key, 366- 368
perception of harmonic (chord) similarity

relationships, 363- 366, 379
Music key perception. See also Word

recognition
effect on chord similarity, 372- 373
effect on melody perception, 374
emotional differences due to major and

minor keys , 378

geometrical models of similarity, 371
harmonic ambiguity of single chords,

364 - 365 , 373

modulation (movement) between keys,
362 - 368 , 373 - 374

perception of harmonic relationships, 368
similarity between keys, 369- 372
template of scale intervals, 380

Lateralization of function in the auditory
cortex (cont.)

is there a biological speech mode? 162,
265- 266, 309, 324, 463

methods for assessing, 539
of music and timbre, 543
organization of tonotopic repi"esentations,
541

plasticity of lateralization, 541
of speech, 541- 543
Wernicke's area, 541- 543

Legato, 240
Lexical, 553. See also Word recognition
Linearity, 553 . See also Source-filter model
Lip reading, 305
Localization, 553 . See also Object

localization

Locomotion by nonsighted individuals
depends on auditory cues, 109
frequency and intensity cues, 109- 110
multiplicity of perceptual cues, 109
theories of, 108- 109

Longitudinal wave, 553 . See also
Propagation

Loudness (psychological), 63
equal loudness curves, 66- 67
as a function of intensity, 68
phons, 66

Loudspeaker (high fidelity), 38
Low and high spontaneously firing nerves.

See Auditory nerve fibers



Object Localization. See also Haas
(precedence) effect; Interaural differences

cone of confusion, 110- 111
duplex theory, 104
echolocation by humans, 110
effect of head movements, 105

Auditory
Vowe\s

Phonemic restoration. See
restoration
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Nasals, 553
mouth second resonances, 146
nasal chamber resonances, 146
nerve fiber adaptation due to nasal
formants, 514, 516- 517

Natural event timbre and identification

attributes derived from bipolar rating
scales, 230

attributes derived from similarity
judgments, 174, 243

simulation of hybrid breaking and
bouncing, 259- 262

Nodes, 553. See also Standing wave
Noise, 553

burst from stop consonants, 144, 145, 169
excitation initiation sounds, 169
murmur from nasals, 168,
timbre, 169. 237
turbulence from fricatives, 144, 146
white, 16

Nonspeech analogues. See Categorical
(phonetic) vs. continuous (auditory)
perception; Surround relationships;
Trading relationships

Notated time signature, 553
Null lines. See Diffraction

Music note perception. See (1150 Octave;
Scale notes

basis for key similarity, 380,
geometrical perceptual models, 349,

351- 353

perception of diatonic relationships,
347- 350, 379- 380

perception within tonal and atonal
sequences, 352- 355

tonal movement, 349,
tone height, 348- 349

Music rhythm perception. See also
Syncopated rhythms

effect of timing and tempo, 406- 407
patterns in time, 400
polyrhythms, 404- 406, 453
simplification in timing, 402

expectations and experience , 108

is the stimulation adequate ? 111 - 112

perception of distance , 107 - 108

perception of elevation , 104

perception of size , 107

role of room reflections , 107

Octave , 553 . See also Scale notes

harmonic identity , 326

organization of musical scales , 326

perception of octave equivalent scrambled

melodies , 345 - 347

perception of two note equivalence ,

344 - 345 , 348 - 349

stretched , 174 , 345

Ohm ' s hypothesis , 25 , 478

Operating range . See Auditory nerve fibers

Oscillation , 553 . See also Harmonic motion

Outer Ear

ear canal : resonance and Q - factor , 464

pinna , 99 , 464

pressure variation at ear drum , 465

Parallel transmission , 554

Partials , 554 . See also Vibration modes

Perceptual constancy , theories of

difficulty due to context dependency ,

183

feature or attribute , 181 , 223

higher - order variables , 181 , 224

innate biological systems , 222

prototype or template , 223

Perceptual world of the listener

hearing vs . listening , 3 - 4

intentions in representing the world ,

547

meaning , 181

of music and speech , 183

sensation vs . perception 2 - 3 , 532 - 533

spatial nature of listening , 174

temporal nature of listening , 1 - 2 , 163 ,

173

Period , 554 . See also Harmonic motion

Periodic , 554 . See also Harmonic motion

Phase , 554 . See also Harmonic motion

Phase - locked , 554 . See also Auditory nerve

fibers

Phoneme , 554 . See also Fricatives ; Glides

and semivowels ; Nasals ; Stop consonant ;



Reflection, 555 . See also Propagation
creation of standing waves, 39- 43
direct and reflected waves, 79- 8 I , 97
echoes, 82
equivalence between performer's and

listener's positions, 82
multiplicity of sound waves, 81- 82, 178
reverberation, 82- 83, 97

Relational, 555 .
Resonance, 555 . See also Vibration mode
Reverberation, 555 . See also Reflection
Rhythm. See also Rhythmic timing
as hierarchical organization, 383
notated time signature, perceptual,

physical, and physiological definitions,
383- 385

perceptual grouping and organization,
384, 389- 390, 399- 400

relative timing, 389- 390, 449, 458
Rhythm (meter) perception. See also

Subjective rhythm; Syncopated rhythms
competition among meters, 409
frequency patterns in time, 396, 398,
407- 409

memory constraints, 413
patterns composed of incompatible

temporal and frequency accents,
409- 412

patterns of time, 395- 396, 400- 402
perception of music measures, 409, 41 I ,

413- 414

simplification of timing, 402- 403
timing constraints on meter, 404, 406

Rhythmic experience
attributes derived from similarity
judgments, 456- 458

preferences for timing variations, 4 I 7- 4 I 8
Rhythmic performance. See also Motor

program; Speaking errors
intrusion errors generated by plans, 453
marked by timing complexity, 458
overall plan for output, 453
variation in beat timing and beat division,

415- 417

variation in phrase timing, 4 I 7 - 4 I 9
Rhythmic timing
indifference interval, 386
perception of succession, 385- 386, 389,

404

preferred timing intervals and rates,
385- 386, 404
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Phonetic (pronounciation level ), 554
are there segments? 160- 161
characterization of speech sounds by

articulatory features, 141, 146- 147
compensatory articulation , 161

Phonological (meaning level), 554
phoneme, 141
rules for combining sound elements, 323

Phons , 554

Pitch , 63

as a function of frequency, 69
as a medium for melody, 352
mels , 69

Pitch perception
frequency theory, 472
place theory, 472

Place theory , 554 . See also Pitch Perception
Pragnanz, 554 . See tllso Gestalt principles
Pressure, 554 . See also Intensity ;

Propagation
Profile, 554. See also Auditory nerve fiber

firing to speech-like stimuli
Progression, 554 . See also Rhythm (meter)

perception ; Stream segregation :
frequency streaming

Propagation . See also Diffraction ; Reflection
Beam of Sound , 91 - 92

Compression and Rare faction , 25, 83 - 84
due to harmonic motion , 26 - 28

harmonic oscillation of air molecules ,

73 - 75 , 78

longitudinal wave, 73- 78
speed of sound, 10, 27, 78
transverse wave , 73 - 78

traveling wave, 33- 36
wavelength, 26- 28

Prosodic, 554 . See also Speech melodic
rhythms; Speech stress rhythms

Prototype, 554 . See also Perceptual
constancy , theories of

Proximal . 554

Pulse train , 554 . See also Subjective
rhythm

Pythagorean tuning. See Scale notes

Q (quality) factor, 554 . See also Coupling

Radiation . See also Propagation
air interface filter of instruments and

speakers, 57, 59- 60
and physical surround, 178



Subject Index

Singing
falsetto , 177

singers formant , 63
vibrato , 175 , 177

Sinusoid , 555 . See also Harmonic motion

Songs, interdependence of melody and
text , 377 - 378

Sound pressure level (SPL). See Intensity
Sound production. See Source-filter model
Source-filter model, 555 . See also Coupling;

Radiation

coupling of source and filter, 164- 165,
180

is it an adequate model? 113- 114,
164 - 165

as the model of sound production, 50,
61 , 113

Speaker timbre and identification
attributes derived from bipolar rating

scales , 226 - 228

attributes derived from similarity
judgments, 241 - 243

hybrid voices, 258- 259
identification of backward and rate -altered

voices , 255

identification of simplified (low pass
filtered ) voices , 253 - 254

no fixed set of features , 255

vocal cord fundamental frequency, 165,
241 - 242 , 259

Speaking errors
phonetic slips, 452
planning and executing, 451
similarities to music errors , 455

syntactic slips, 451
tongue -twisters , 452

Spectrogram, 555 . See also Fourier analysis
Speech melodic rhythms

articulatory changes due to physiological
state , 444 - 445

categorical vs. continuous meanings,
442

dictionary vs. contextual meanings,
442 - 443 , 449

emotional messages , 443 - 445

pitch contours, 425, 428, 447- 449
removing ambiguity, 445 - 446
summary , 449

as used for emphasis (and deemphasis),
446 - 448

593

Sawtooth wave, 17, 503- 504
Scale notes. See also Octaves
cents, 281- 282, 331- 332,
chroma, 351- 353
consonance between notes, 327
diatonic vs. nondiatonic notes, 330,
348- 349, 379

equal tempered tuning, 330- 332
just tuning, 327- 331
pythagorean tuning, 328- 331
semi tones, 281- 282, 332- 335
tone height, 349, 351- 353
tonic, 332, 334- 336, 348, 379

Scale steps, 555. See also Melody
perception

Scales (keys), 555. Set' also Music key
perception

circle of fifths, 338, 369
diatonic intervals for major and minor
scales, 332- 334

diatonic movement among scale notes,
334- 335, 348- 349

relationships among major and minor
scales, 334, 336- 338

similarity based on fifth interval.
339- 341

Segment, 555. See also Phonetic
(pronunication level)

Selective attention, 187
Semantics, 555. See also Syntax
Semi tone, 555. See also Scale notes
Semitone intervals. See Melody perception;

Scale notes
Semivowel. 555. See also Glides and

semivowels
Sensory discrimination. See also Critical

band; Speech perception: psychophysical
constraints

bandwidth smear, 20- 21, 316
difference thresholds, 267- 268
Fechner, Gustav, 267
frequency and temporal resolution, 70- 71,
316, 385

frequency difference thresholds in complex
stimuli, 314- 315, 318- 319

levels of frequency and temporal
integration, 316- 317

masking effect on perception of speech
segments, 315

Weber' s ratio, 314, 318
Shouting, 63
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Speech perception: models. See also
Coarticulation

by acoustic invariants due to articulatory
constraints , 147 , 149 , 161 - 162

multiplicity and equivalence of information
, 162

in terms of articulatory movements, 135,
147 , 153 - 156 , 161 - 162 , 290 - 294 ,

297 - 298 , 305 - 306

what are the units ? 160 - 161 , 303

Speech perception: psychophysical
constraints . See also Critical band ;

Sensory discrimination

adaptation in auditory nerve fibers,
514 - 519

coupling and temporal integration, 317
discrimination of acoustic cues ,

317 - 318

masking of acoustic cues, 317- 318
Speech production

air stream process , 38 , 135 - 138

articulatory process, 135- 138
morphological adaptations, 133
phonation process, 135- 138
pressure effect on formant intensities ,

63 , 138

radiation process , 139

Speech stress rhythms
alternation of stressed -unstressed

syllables , 424

breath group , 424 - 425
constraints due to articulator movements ,

420 , 452

due to intensity, duration, and frequency,
165 , 421

emphasis and contrast, 427- 429
fundamental frequency contour, 424- 426,

428

grouping of syllables, 424- 427
hierarchical levels , 420

inherent stress due to articulation of

syllables, 423- 424
lack of invariant acoustical cues , 419

must be perceived as a function of context,
421 - 422

production constraints, 420- 422
stereotyped contours, 428, 447- 448

Speech timing rhythms, 428
metrical grid , 432 - 439

physical (acoustical) V5. relational pattern,
429

stress clashes , 435 - 439

stress hierarchy , 430 - 438

stress timing , 429

timing rules generating alternation of

stress , 177 - 178 , 439

Split - brain : lateralization of language , 539

Square wave , 17 , 295 - 296

Standing wave , 555 . See also Vibration

mode

antinode , 33

generated by superposition of traveling

waves , 33 - 37 , 39 - 43

node , 33

Steady -State , 555 . See also Transient

Stopconsonanl 555 .

articulation rate , 299 - 302

aspiration , 143 - I 45

coarticulation with vowel , 150 - I 53

formant transition , 151 , 153 , 274 - 276 ,

318 - 319 , 510

nerve fiber response , 5 10 - 5 14

production , 143 - 145

steady state formants , 3 I 8

voice onset time , 144 - 145 , 153

voiced vs . unvoiced , 143 - 145 , 153 - 154 ,

292 - 293 , 299 - 300

Stream . See Stream segregation

Stream segregation , S 5 5

division of acoustic wave into events , 182

due to isochronous rhythm , 199

due to perceived location , 189 , 199

due to speaker quality , 190 - 192

inability to interleave streams , 213 - 214

intensity (or location ) vs . rate tradeoff , 199

visual and tactual information , 2 17

Stream segregation : competition among

organizations

complex tones : capturing harmonics ,

205 - 209

Deutsch illusion , 201 - 205

frequency vs . timbre , 199 - 20 I

Stream segregation : fission vs . fusion of

partials

amplitude and frequency modulation ,

191

asynchrony of partials , 190 - 191 , 216

continuity , 192 - 193

harmonic partials , 191 - 192

Stream segregation : frequency streaming

frequency glides , 196

frequency progressions , 196



Stream segregation : music

coherence of melodies , 215

counterpoint and pseudopolyphony , 215

instrument timbre due to asynchrony of

partials , 2 I 4

singer ' s formant . 214

synchronized playing in groups , 2 I 4 - 2 I 5

Stream segregation : speech . See also Duplex

perception

articulatory constraints , 2 I 6

formant sychrony and transitions , 2 I 5 -

216 , 295

Stress (speech ), 555 . See also Speech stress

rhythms

Stress - timing languages , 555

all languages are stress timed , 449 - 450

Subdominant chord ( IV ) , 363 - 365

Subjective rhythm

attributes for grouping , 388 - 390

competition between attributes , 389 - 390

effect of element quality , 386

perceptual groups and accents , 386 - 389

spontaneous organization , 386 , 389 ~ 390

Superior olivary complex . See also Interaural

differences

are there spatial maps ? 531 - 531

lateral complex : interaural intensity

differences , 528

medial complex : interaural temporal

differences , 529

pathways from cochlear nucleus , 528 - 529

pathways to inferior colliculus , 529

role of visual information , 53 I

Superposition , 555 . See also Vibration mode

additivity , 13 - 14

amplitude modulation , 15 , 316

beats , 15 - 16

relationship to Fourier analysis , 16 - 20

stream segregation , 185

Suprasegmental . 555 . See also Speech stress

rhythms

Surface level , 556 . See also Phonological

(meaning level )

Surround relationships , 556

coarticulation of speech segments ,

297 - 298

compensation based on cardinal vowels ,

299

nonspeech analogues , 302 , 306

Timbre, 556 . See ,?!so Instrument timbre and
identification; Natural event timbre and
identification; Speaker timbre and
identification

attack and decay transients, 172- 173, 237
classical definition, 169- 170
due to formant frequencies, 170- 172
due to harmonic spectrum, 126, 130, 237
due to inharmonics, 174
due to rhythm and continuity, 243
and human loudness sensitivity, 68, 130
interdependent multiple attributes, 130-

131, 221- 222, 256
is there an acoustic specification? 172-

173, 240- 241, 253
Timbre and identification of instruments,

natural events, and speakers: general
acoustic attributes useful for, 220
automatically by machines, 219
comparison of instruments, natural events,

and speakers, 244, 256, 262- 263
experimental methods, 224- 226
listener's strategies, 222, 244, 263
multiplicity and substitutability of

attributes, 221- 222, 255- 266, 262- 263
relationship between timbre and identification

, 252- 253
simplification and synthesis methods, 245

Tonality , 556 . See also Harmony
Tone height, 556 . See also Scale notes
Tone languages, 167

Subject Index 595

frequency vs. rate tradeoff. 193- 196
timbre. 196

speakers formant frequencies, 298- 299
speaking rate, 154- 155, 299- 302
visual articulation information for stop
consonant syllables, 305- 306

what is the cue, what is the surround? 303
Syllable, 420- 421
Syllable-timing, 556
Synchronization, 556 . See a/so Auditory

nerve fibers

Syncopated rhythms
drum rhythms, 403, 405, 408
multiple rhythmic lines, 404- 405
polyrhythms, 404- 406

Syntactic, 323
Syntactic sentence outline. See Speaking

errors
Syntax, 556

duality of patterning, 323
restriction rules, 361



Subject Index596

Vibration mode, 556. See also Coupling;
Reflection; Standing waves

of air columns, 33- 38, 137
characteristic (resonance) frequency, 32,

37, 39, 41- 42
of enclosed rooms, 39, 41- 43
inharmonics, 33, 123, 174
of stretched strings, 30- 33
superposition of modes, 33, 39, 4 I - 42,

118- 120

superposition of traveling waves, 30,
33- 34, 39

of wooden plates, 38- 40, 114- 117
Vibrato, 556

frequency and depth of oscillation, 177
frequency variation creates amplitude

modulation , 175

Violin

attack and decay transients (measured), 58
calculation of simulated attack and decay

transients , 50 , 54 - 58

calculation of simulated frequency spectra
and fonnants , 50 - 54

construction of sound body, 38, 114
coupling of bridge to sound body,

117 - 118

loudness curves , 118 - 120

Q (quality) factor, 48, 62
radiation pattern , 178 - 179
sound quality, 118- 120
vibration modes , 38 - 39 , 114 - 117

Violin string . See also Vibration mode
bowed , 49 , 51 , 61 - 62

bowing pressure, effect on hannonics, 62,
138

excitation of vibration modes by

perfonner, 61 - 62
plucked, 61
slip-strick, 62
suI ponticello bowing, 62, 236

Vocal cords , 137

blowing pressure and hannonic
amplitudes, 138

fundamental frequency of vibration,
137 - 138

periodic vibration, 137
Vocal folds , 133

Vocal tract

air column vibration modes , 139 - 140

cavity , 133

Q (quality) factor, 48
Voice onset time. See Stop consonant
Voice timbre and identification. See speaker

timbre and identification

Voiced/ unvoiced, 556 . See also Articulatory
features; Categorical (phonetic) vs.
continuous (auditory) perception; Stop
consonant

Vowels

cardinal (point ), 143, 159
coarticulation , 157

diphthongs, 143
distinction in tenns of tongue height and

tongue position , 142
duration (phonetic) differences, 157- 158,

167

effort of production, 168

Tonic, 556 . See also Harmony
Tonotopic organization, 556 . See also

Auditory cortex; Auditory pathways
Trading relationships, 556 .

articulatory movements and interdependence 
of acoustic cues, 290- 291

based on nerve fiber adaptation, 518- 519
nonspeech analogues, 294- 296
stop consonants, 292- 294

Transients, 556 .
analysis by Fourier analysis, 21, 23- 25
attack, 23
decay, 12- 13, 23
envelope, 23
steady state, 23

Transverse wave, 556. See also Propagation
Traveling wave, 556 . See also Propagation
Triad, 556 . See also Harmony
Trumpet

attack and decay transients, 123- 124
blowing pressure, effect on harmonic

intensities, 62- 63, 126, 128- 129, 138
lip oscillations, 62, 122, 128
mute, 63
Q (quality) factor, 123
playing notes, 37- 38
radiation, 63, 122, 130
vibration modes, 37, 120- 122

Two-tone suppression, 556 . See also
Auditory nerve fibers: two tone
suppression

Universals. 556 . See also Language and
music universals



Subject Index 597

Wavelength, 556 . See also Harmonic
motion

Wernicke's area. See Lateralization of
function in the auditory cortex

Whispering, 63
White noise. See Noise

Word recognition
context priming, 374- 375
lexical activation and ambiguity, 375

formant frequencies, 142, 157
invariance, 157
nerve fiber response, 499- 510
time varying spectral properties, 157, 167,
299

undershoot of formant frequencies due to
articulation rate, 157- 158

vocal tract resonances, 139- 140, 157
vowel-less vowels, 299


